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Good Afternoon!

Thanks for coming to our annual safety lecture.  I hope you have all enjoyed the convention this year, and 
congratulations to our master aviator recipients.  

My goal today is to discuss the accidents that have occurred since last fall, and then try to put them into the 
larger context of MMOPA’s mission of improving safety.

I’m a strong believer in trying to learn from others’ experiences, since life is too short for each of us to get all 
the direct experience we could each use.

I’ll first return briefly to an older accident for a lesson in microbursts, and then review the accidents since our 
last convention at the Broadmoor. 

I expect we’ll then have plenty of time for questions, but if I could ask you to hold questions until the end, I’d 
appreciate it.  



But let me first quickly review how accidents get onto this list.

The NTSB defines an accident as either a serious injury or substantial damage to the plane.

Both of those terms are further defined…
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Serious injury is pretty much self-explanatory, and common sense.
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Substantial damage has a very specific meaning to the FAA, and basically excludes the 
damage you’d see from a simple gear-up landing.
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So under that definition, this gear up landing never made it into the accident database.



Nor did this botched go-around.  

Those incidents would have been in the FAA’s incident database. 

With that understanding of how accidents make the FAA’s list, let’s start looking at specifics.

First, though, I’d like to make the same disclaimer I make every year:  I was not present for any 
of these accidents. All I am doing is using the NTSB and other public records to describe what 
may have happened. In many of the cases, all I have is a preliminary report, with minimal 
information in some cases. 
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My point this afternoon is not to affix blame; I’ll leave that to the NTSB, insurance companies, 
and the courts.

My goal is for us to look at these accidents as learning experiences; trying to learn from 
someone else’s misfortune.

I may speculate on causes, without any factual basis for doing so, if it helps make a teaching 
point.

I certainly don’t mean to cast aspersions on any of the involved pilots, even when I list pilot 
error as the cause. Even the best pilots can have a bad day; any of us here could.  

I certainly mean no disrespect to any of our brother pilots.
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So before I talk about this year’s accidents, I want to review an accident from two 
years ago, where the completed investigations helped us better understand what 
happened.

Dave McVinnie covered this accident beautifully in the magazine, and I talked 
about it last year. But I still think there’s a good learning point for us all.
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This was an ’84 Malibu involved in a weather-related crash while on an IFR approach.

My thoughts on this accident, as I hope you’ll see, are directly related to Scott Dennstaedt’s
discussion on Thursday about convection vs thunderstorm, and low-level wind shear.



The professional pilot and his three passengers departed from Van Nuys to Eugene Oregon for 
a 3 ½ hour daytime flight.  

The weather was challenging, with low visibility and strong gusty winds at the surface.



This is the radar weather from 18 mins before the crash to 13 minutes after.

You can see the heavier precip areas crossing the flight path right about when our plane 
arrives.

But there was no apparent convection in that area.



The wreckage of the plane was found in a field here.

The four people on board died in the crash.



The NTSB investigators found this flattened grass about 450 feet from the crash site.

You can see the tall grass is pushed down in a linear kind of way, with waves near the 
periphery.

As the NTSB said, this pattern could indicate a microburst.

I discounted that possibility when discussing this accident last fall, primarily since there were no 
thunderstorms present. So this was a learning experience for me, and that’s why I wanted to go 
over this accident again. 



Here’s NOAA’s webpage on microbursts.

<CLICK> NOAA specifically says that microbursts occur in thunderstorms.  

But that’s not entirely accurate, and in this accident, there was no lightning – just like Scott 
talked about on Thursday.  So I wanted to briefly discuss microbursts.



Basically, the things you need for a microburst are:

First <CLICK> a cumulus cloud with a lot of moisture and vertical development – “convection”.  

Usually that’s a thunderstorm, but it doesn’t have to be.



Next, you need cooling within the cloud.

The cooling is usually generated from evaporation of moisture, which results in evaporative 
cooling.  The result is cold falling rain.

As the cold rain falls, it hits drier warmer air, and more drops evaporate, cooling the column 
more, and the dropping column of cool air speeds up.  



The end result can be something like this.

This would be called a ‘wet’ microburst, since rain is hitting the ground.  This is very similar to 
the video that Scott showed us on Thursday.

These wet microbursts are usually found in more humid areas, like the east and south.



In a dry climate, all the rain might evaporate before hitting the ground, so only the cold 
downward rushing air hits the ground.

That’s a dry microburst, where the only signs might be the dust raised by the wind.

But wet or dry, the phenomenon is the same.



Depending how heavy the rain, how much evaporation, and how cold the column of air 
becomes, a microburst can reach a downward speed of 60 miles per hour or more.  That’s 
about 5300 feet per minute.



The NTSB estimated it would take a 35 mph downdraft to cause the grass flattening in this 
accident.  That’s a 3100 ft per minute downdraft.



Take home lesson for me – it doesn’t necessarily require a thunderstorm to create microbursts 
that can totally overwhelm our planes when we’re close to the ground.



So as a reminder, here are the accidents from our 2018 convention in Colorado last fall.  

That was a very good year for the PA-46: 4 non-fatal accidents in the US, and one incident in Norway.   
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Unfortunately, here are the accidents since last convention, including 2 fatals in the US, one in Europe, and 
one in Labrador.

A fair bit worse record than the prior period, especially considering this is only a 7-month timeframe.
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So, let’s talk about the events since last fall.
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The first is a 2002 Mirage converted to a JetProp in 2007. 
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They were landing on runway 20 in Hartford CT, on a business trip from Manchester NH.

Tower told the pilot to “stay high and close”.  Pilot pulled the power, got a high sink rate, then 
added power, but landed hard and fast roughly halfway down the runway.  

Between the hard landing and subsequent aggressive braking, apparently the nose gear 
actuator bolt sheared, and the nose gear collapsed.



There were no injuries to the pilot or 3 passengers.

You might ask why this was an accident, rather than an incident, and therefore excluded from 
the NTSB database, since this is basically similar to a gear up landing.



You can see here the wrinkling of the fuselage, so by definition it has more damage than an 
incident, and shows up in the accident list.

Lesson for us: if you’re not in a position to perform a relatively stabilized approach, don’t accept 
outside pressure (like ATC) to continue.

Turbines have this big speed brake out front, the prop, when pulled to idle – this is not the first 
time we’ve seen a high sink rate bite a pilot.



Next is a scary event in Utah.
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This is a lovely 2007 Mirage.



The pilot and his 4 passengers were taking off from Hurricane Utah on a return flight to Salt 
Lake City.  

This was to be a roughly a 50-minute flight, VFR, no flight plan filed.



Departure airport had reasonably nice VFR weather, as shown here, and the plane departed 
after a normal preflight.

<CLICK>  Takeoff was on runway 01.



The plane turned to the northwest after takeoff.

At about 1200’ AGL, pilot smelled smoke.



The pilot did a slight bit of troubleshooting, and turned back to the airport as the smoke got 
worse.  At that point his engine quit.



The pilot began to have trouble seeing out due to the smoke in the cabin.

When he was about 400’ AGL, he spotted a field to his right, and landed in that field.



After touching down, the airplane struck an irrigation pipe, and shed its right wing.

All occupants exited the plane.  



After exiting, the pilot saw flames emerging from the engine compartment.

The fire department arrived and put out the flames.

The pilot & one passenger were taken to the hospital with mild injuries; the other passengers 
were uninjured.



I don’t yet know the cause of the fire.  My speculation would be an exhaust system leak.

There was a discussion on the forums about off-field landings – gear-up or gear-down?  In this 
case, the pilot did select gear down and says he got greens on the mains, but not on the 
nosewheel.  

I’d like to congratulate the pilot on a great job of landing with minimal injuries; he should 
certainly apply for the broken wing award.  The outcome here could have been far worse.



Now a second landing incident.
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Next is a ‘98 Mirage with JetProp conversion, on a roughly 4-hour trip from Llano Texas to 
Petersburg, West Virginia.

The pilot and his 2 passengers flew on an IFR flight plan in good weather.



The destination field has a single 5000 x 75 foot runway.

Winds were calm; weather was good.



The pilot approached on an extended right base for runway 13.

It was just shy of 1pm, and temperature was above freezing, at 39 degrees Fahrenheit.



After touching down, the plane pulled to the left, and eventually departed the runway.

The plane hit a berm and the nosewheel collapsed.

Neither the pilot nor his 2 passengers was injured.

I’ve got no further info at this time.



Next is a tragic accident that was discussed extensively on the forums.
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This is a 2000 Mirage, in a completely preventable accident.



Joe Casey wrote a very nice analysis of this accident in the January issue of our Magazine 
earlier this year.



The instrument-rated pilot and his newly-minted private pilot son took off from Kissimmee in the 
Orlando area, bound for Princeton New Jersey.

What makes this crash even more sad is that the pilot was new to the PA-46; he was in Florida 
for initial training.  This was the pilot’s first flight post-training without an instructor onboard.



The weather in the Southeast that morning was less than perfect, with a warm front moving thru 
with precip and some convection.

Once up into North Carolina, the weather improved significantly.



The radar told pretty much the same story.



This is the local radar picture at the time of departure from the Orlando area.  I suspect the pilot 
wanted to beat the frontal passage – he departed about 8:20 that morning.



This is the radar picture 40 minutes later, at the time of the crash near Jacksonville.

During those 40 minutes, the frontal activity moved a little east, but nothing fundamentally 
changed.  Basically, a fair bit of precipitation.



Here’s the closeup of the FlightAware track of this flight.



To see the track more easily, I drew in the track in yellow.

Now, keep in mind that FlightAware weather shown on their website is static, and it doesn’t 
time-sync up with the airplane track in real-time, so this picture is deceptive. You can see that 
here it looks like he took off after the heavy line passed, but the real-time radar shows he was 
actually east of that line.

In case you’re wondering, this plane was equipped with onboard radar, but I’d be amazed if the 
pilot could use it reliably after just initial type training.



Finally, this is the icing forecast for the time of the flight.

The entire first half of this pilot’s route showed moderate icing potential above the freezing level, 
which on this day was between 12,000 and 14,000 feet in the southeast on this December 
morning.  The icing potential extended up to FL270.

The pilot filed for FL230 for his trip.



The Icing Severity chart for 17,000 showed moderate to heavy ice during at least the first hour 
of the flight.

I’d be surprised if the pilot got any significant exposure to ice in the flight levels during his initial 
training.

He had to pass thru this to his filed altitude of 230.



The preliminary NTSB report tells us a little of the ATC communications with the plane.

38 minutes after departure, the pilot is climbing thru FL220 - so well into the forecast ice.

The plane enters moderate precip, and the plane begins directional and altitude deviations.



The plane then begins a high speed descent.

From the preliminary ATC transcripts, it’s clear the flight was in trouble.  

And it sounds like the pilot thought ice might have something to do with it.



Last transmission was at 3,300 feet.

2 ½ minutes after the descent begins, the flight crashes into the Atlantic.



The Coast Guard searched in the area indicated by ATC, but didn’t find the plane, and 
discontinued the search three days later.



A contracted search firm found the plane seven weeks later, with both occupants still inside, 
much closer to the shore and more north than originally thought.

This is the side-scanning sonar image of the plane on the sea bottom.



So what can we learn from this tragedy?



We can probably all agree that this pilot, with his lack of experience, in a new to him aircraft, 
should not have attempted this trip on this day.  Here are some of the issues (LIST).

Having said that, for someone with more experience and knowledge, what would have been 
some considerations?



Here’s the composite radar picture I showed you earlier, which is a more accurate picture than 
Flightaware because of timing.

(CLICK)  At the time of takeoff, METAR at Kissimmee showed….



And at the time of the crash 35 minutes later, the METAR at Jacksonville was showing 
essentially the same thing ….



To reiterate from earlier, the freezing level was at 12,000 to 14,000 feet.

Joe Casey, in his Magazine article, asks whether a low-altitude flight plan would have made 
more sense?  

I think there’s a lot of merit to that idea.



What about flying north at 6000-10000 feet?  (CLICK)

Below the freezing level, potentially between layers…



You’d have to make a fuel stop, perhaps in North Carolina or Virginia, and then complete the 
trip on a second leg.  But it suddenly becomes a much easier trip, especially for someone not 
experienced with high altitude operations.

I personally might have cancelled this trip. But more likely, I might have done the trip as I’ve just 
described.  More time in the air, but in more benign flight conditions.



As an example, here’s a trip I do once or twice monthly, Frederick Maryland to Charleston 
South Carolina.

This is my typical trip at 24,000  (with a little ILS approach at the end that day).

This particular winter trip was 2 hrs 25 mins because of the predominant SW winds.



Here’s the same early winter trip, flown at 8,000 feet, due to lots of ice forecasts from 10000 
thru 25000 feet, with pireps verifying the forecast.  I wanted to stay below that.

Smooth easy trip; total time 2 hours 45 mins – 20 minutes longer, but in a very benign flight 
environment.  Worth the few extra minutes to me.

In our planes, we’re normally inclined to fly high and direct. But I think it’s sometimes worth 
considering alternatives. 



Now a third landing accident.
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This is a ‘99 Mirage, on a daytime VMC flight, not on a flight plan, landing in San Diego at about 
4pm.



The wind was 8 knots from the southwest.

(CLICK )  The pilot said he landed on runway 28 Right with a smooth touchdown.

(CLICK)  After the nosewheel touched the runway, the plane pulled to the left, and departed the 
runway.

The landing gear collapsed, and there was damage to the wings & fuselage.



(AFTER VIDEO)

I don’t have any further information, but it’s certainly possible there was a mechanical issue.  
We’ll have to wait and see.



Now another tragic and preventable accident.
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This is an ‘84 Malibu with an “N” registration number, flying in Europe.



The pilot had flown his passenger from the UK to France 2 days prior to this flight.

The two were then returning 2 days later on the 310 mile flight from Nantes, France to Cardiff in 
the UK.



Just 5 weeks after the accident, the British equivalent of our NTSB, published what is 
essentially a preliminary report.  But this report is far more extensive than the NTSB’s 
preliminary reports – more of what we’d see in a factual report two years post accident.  Very 
impressive.

I’ve borrowed heavily from this bulletin.



This crash got abundant media coverage because of the passenger on the flight – a very 
successful Argentine soccer player whom the Cardiff team had just bought from the Nantes 
team for 19 million dollars.



The pilot held a UK private pilot’s license, with a reciprocal FAA license granted on the basis of 
the UK license.

He did not hold a commercial certificate.

I did find a BBC report that he was color-blind and therefore restricted from night flight in the 
UK; if true, that restriction would have flowed thru to his FAA privileges.



The flight had originally been scheduled for 9am, but the passenger’s activities delayed 
departure until 7:15pm, after dark.

The planned route was almost direct, and the pilot filed a VFR flight plan at 6,000 feet for the 
265 nautical mile trip.



After departure, the pilot requested a climb to 5,500’, which was approved by Nantes departure.  
The flight followed the planned course.

About 47 minutes after departure (CLICK), when 13 miles south of Guernsey Island, the pilot 
requested a descent to remain visual.



The pilot descends to 5,000 feet, and subsequently deviates to remain visual.  <CLICK>

He then returns to his intended course while crossing Guernsey Island.

About 5 minutes after that he requests a further descent. <CLICK>



That descent request is approved, and the plane starts again to descend.

But then things unravel.



Over the next 3 minutes, you can see the altitude vary between 5,000 and 1,600, and the 
course change wildly.  During the final right 180, the plane was descending at 7,000 feet per 
minute.

This looks to me like someone with spatial disorientation in dark night IMC, but that’s 
speculation.

In any case, the plane crashed into the ocean almost exactly an hour after takeoff.



The weather forecast was for a cold front moving in from the northwest, with isolated showers 
over the area.

The radar image at the time of the crash showed bands of rain, some heavy.

At the time of the crash, the Guernsey weather was reasonable (CLICK), which could have 
affected the decision-making of the pilot.  The freezing level was 3000-4000 feet.

In any case, the crash occurred here (CLICK) in an area of heavier precipitation.



An undersea search, both government and privately-funded, was initiated, and after only one 
day, the plane was sonar located on the sea bottom, very close to the last known radar return.  
The wreck was 220 feet deep. 



A submersible confirmed the finding was the accident plane.



Here’s the view from the front.



And what remains of the left wing.



As well as the torn-up fuselage.

The passenger’s body was recovered from within the wreck by the submersible 16 days post-
crash, and identified by fingerprints.  

The pilot’s body was never recovered.



It’s still unclear whether this flight was even legal.

Neither the airplane nor the pilot were approved for commercial flight.

Apparently the pilot had previous flown other people using the “cost sharing” exemption; it’s 
unknown how this current flight was set up, but it’s clear that the pilot wasn’t an acquaintance of 
the passenger previously.

Finally, there’s the question of whether the pilot had a night flight restriction on his license.



The legal stuff is important, but I think for our learning, the flight planning is the key.

There are a number of factors which would have convinced me not to make this flight, at least 
VFR.  (see above)

Maybe IFR, with good real-time radar, in the flight levels – perhaps.



And the 4th landing accident in the list.
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This is a ‘97 Mirage that some of you may recognize from a talk a few conventions ago about 
an around-the-world trip it flew.

It’s been thru two new owners, the last in February, a few months ago.  So a relatively new 
owner.



The private, instrument-rated, pilot was on an instructional flight out of Aurora, Oregon.

He and an instructor were out practicing commercial maneuvers (as you can see from this flight 
video), including slow flight, chandelles, lazy eights, and eights on pylons.  

After about an hour of flying, they entered a downwind to land back at Aurora.



In the pattern, the pilot & instructor briefed for a power-off landing, got permission from the 
tower for a short approach, and abeam the 1000’ runway marking, they pulled the power and 
started a 180 degree turn to the runway.



During the turn to final, the pilot said he realized he wasn’t going to make the runway, and the 
last thing he remembers is a sharp turn to the left, as he was pulling back on the yoke and 
adding right rudder.



The plane hit an airport radio antenna and crashed short of the runway.  



Both occupants were taken to the hospital with non-life threatening injuries.



Flying with an instructor is certainly a good thing, but in my opinion, we’re seeing too many 
training related mishaps – with a significant portion of those on landings.  

Be especially careful, especially with low time-in-type, and make sure you train with someone 
who knows the PA-46 well.  And don’t become so fixated on your goal – a landing – that you 
don’t go around when you should.



Next is another terrible story ‐ our 3rd fatal accident today.
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This is a Mirage with a JetProp conversion.



The pilot and a passenger were taking off from Shreveport, headed to Vernon Texas.

The weather in Shreveport was a low overcast at 600 feet.  (CLICK)



The plane departed at 10:37 am on runway 32.  

Reaching 600 feet, ATC told him to turn left to 270 and climb to 12,000.

There are news reports, but no mention in the NTSB preliminary report, that the pilot called 
tower to say he had some kind of problem.  The plane made two circles to the left, with altitude 
oscillations between 700 and 1900 feet.  (CLICK)  The plane then apparently stall/spun and 
crashed into the river. The plane sank in 17 feet of water less than 4 minutes after takeoff, 
about a mile from the airport.



<VIDEO>



The wreckage, with the two bodies, was recovered from the river.



I hope someday we’ll learn what happened to our friend Ricky, whom many of us knew from 
these conventions.  

Our thoughts and prayers go out to his wife and kids, along with his passenger’s family.



Generally, your plane doesn’t know or care that the ceiling is low.

But takeoff into a low overcast does take away a lot of your options if something goes wrong.  It 
makes a quick return to the field challenging. 

Once climbing into a low overcast, that’s a bad place to find out your avionics aren’t set 
properly, or your engine has a problem.  We don’t know the cause of this accident, but at least 
triple check yourself and your plane pre-takeoff in this kind of departure.



The last accident I’m going to discuss today is quite recent, and I have almost no 
information about it.

Hopefully next year in Tucson we’ll know more.
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This is a 2015 M350.



The new owner and a ferry pilot were flying the plane from Norfolk, where it had been 
purchased, back to Britain.

The day prior to this crash, they’d flown from Norfolk up to Quebec.



And then subsequently on to Goose Bay, arriving about 8:30pm.



The next morning they departed at bit after 6am to start across the Atlantic, from Goose Bay to 
Greenland, a 680 nautical mile trip.



Roughly 38 minutes after departure, they struck a hill near the Labrador coast, between the 
towns of Rigolet and Makkovik.



For reasons that are not at all clear to me, more than half an hour after departure, they were 
still cruising at 2,200 feet, as they approached the Atlantic coast.



As best I can tell, the crash happened in these hills that reach 2300 feet elevation.  You can see 
the MSA is 3,300.

We have no solid information at this point, so I don’t know why they were cruising at 2,200.  
The temperature in the area was in the 30’s Fahrenheit, so it wasn’t a cold temperature 
altimeter error.



After the crash, the pilot texted his wife in Belgium to contact the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police, who were able to find the plane later that day by ELT signal.  Because of blizzard 
conditions, they had to snowmobile and climb to the site to evacuate the two men.

The owner died; the ferry pilot survived with significant injuries.  The pilot spoke with the press 
post-crash <READ SLIDE>.

Obviously, I don’t know the whole story here.

But this seems suspicious for a lack of situational awareness and Controlled Flight Into Terrain.



So those are the accidents I wanted to talk about today.  
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There was also a Meridian accident in France on a short mountain runway that over ran the 
runway into a snowbank. 

This incident or accident is not in the NTSB database yet. <CLICK>





This list is quite unfortunate, especially the four fatals. 
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As always in these analyses, pilot error, or suspected pilot error, tops the list of 
causes.

Looking at the fatal accidents, pilot error is likely in at least three. 

We pilots remain the weak link in most accident chains.
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If you include the French overrun, we have five landing accidents, at least three of 
which are likely pilot technique. 

Fortunately no fatalities in those, but a lot of bent metal.

These are what our Safety Committee looked at when deciding on the tailwheel 
endorsement for Master Aviator status.
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Thanks to Dave McVinnie (who couldn’t be here at convention this year) for these estimated 
fleet numbers.

That’s a total, as of May, of <CLICK> about 2130 planes flying.



Just for some perspective, let’s look at long-term trends in the PA46.

Here are the NTSB accident numbers from 1984 to the present, by calendar year (rather than convention year).

The number of accidents is generally increasing, as is seen in the trend line.  You can see the last few years have been better 
than the prior trend in total number of accidents.

But the number of PA-46’s in the fleet is also increasing, so it’s also important to look at the accident rate.
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Since the FAA doesn’t publicly estimate hours flown for individual general aviation models, I’ve 
used accident rate per flying PA46 aircraft as a surrogate – that’s the orange line, with the 
slowly decreasing trend line.

So, while the total number of accidents rises, our rate is dropping, which is good.

This slow decline is a bit better than that seen throughout general aviation, from the latest Nall
Report.
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Here are the fatal accidents from 1992 to the present, by calendar year – in the red line.  You 
can see that we’d kept fatals down to just one a year for three years, but have jumped up to 
three in just the first half of 2019 so far.
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But the fatal accident rate per 100 flying aircraft is the orange line, with the sharply decreasing 
trend line.

That decreasing trend line occurs despite 2014 and 2015, which were terrible years.  
Thankfully, we’ve done better the past four years. 

So despite the four fatal accidents in the last six months, we shouldn’t lose sight of the fact that 
we’ve reduced our fatal accident rate by almost 75% since the early days of the PA46, and our 
fatal accident trend line is going down faster than GA as a whole. 

But please, let’s not add any more to this year.  I’d love to not talk about any fatal accidents 
next convention. 
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Remember that we are the weak link in aviation safety.   

Do preflight risk assessments, train frequently and well, and don’t take stupid chances.   
<CLICK>



Thanks very much.  

I’ll post these slides on the website in the next few days.

Questions or comments are welcome.


